Altair Strengthens Flagship Self-Service Data Preparation Product, Knowledge Works, with Access To 100+ Enterprise Data Sources

Data is never perfect, and most of the time you need to clean, enrich, and join multiple data sets to gain meaningful insight. Altair Knowledge Works (formerly Datawatch Monarch) is the industry standard self-service data preparation solution that is used today by 93 of the Fortune 100 companies to manipulate, filter, enrich, blend, and combine disparate data sets.

Altair
Altair, formerly Datawatch, invented self-service data preparation. Altair products have empowered 40,000+ customers to solve some of the most difficult data challenges with simple drag-and-drop or mouse clicks. No other solution can unlock data as quickly and powerfully as Altair Knowledge Works.

Challenge
Self-service data preparation requires easy and intuitive access to any data, anywhere. However, the growth of SaaS applications and data services is exponential, and building and maintaining functional data connectivity with every source would be a complicated and time-consuming challenge.

Solution
Partnering with CData enables Altair to extend Knowledge Works with access to 100+ popular enterprise data sources. The CData Drivers provide SQL access to every supported data source, which may be easily accessed through Monarch’s visual data designers.

Benefits
CData was able to help Altair extend their product with extensive data connectivity at a small fraction of the time and expense that they would have had to invest to develop that connectivity in-house.

Results
Altair customers, especially large enterprises, expect the broad support of integration technologies. CData took the guesswork out of data connectivity so that Altair could focus on what they do best: delivering superior data preparation and analytics solutions.

“Altair continues to invest in new innovations to unlock a wider variety of data and prepare it to uncover transformative business insights. We are excited by the integration potential that CData Drivers can provide for our customers.”

— Rami Chahine, VP of Product Management at Altair (Datawatch)